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Master Black Belts (MBBs) are experts in both Lean and 
Six Sigma and are qualified to teach both methodologies. 
They act as mentors to Green and Black Belts and have 
mastered leadership skills, team dynamics, coaching, 
data mining and analysis, and business operations.

MBBs also serve as trusted advisors to top management, 
guiding the process of implementing and monitoring 

their continuous improvement strategy, selecting key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that represent success, 
and analyzing the results.

Gemba Academy’s Master Black Belt Course is designed 
for professionals with strong leadership skills, problem-
solving abilities, and a commitment to Lean and Six 
Sigma’s culture of continuous improvement.



Master Black Belt Certification (MBB)
Who Should Get Certified?
Gemba Academy’s Lean/Six Sigma Master Black Belt 
Certification Course helps high-level business leaders 
identify areas of improvement, develop the skills 
needed to mentor up-and-coming Black Belt leaders, 
and carry out strategic initiatives that move the needle 
on achieving business goals. 

With that in mind, MBB is best-suited for those who 
already have substantial experience in Lean thinking 
and Six Sigma.

3 Reasons to Get Your Master Black Belt from  
Gemba Academy
Earning an MBB certification marks a certain level 
of professional achievement and demonstrates the 
expertise and value an individual can offer to an 
organization—no matter the industry.
 

From our perspective, there are three main reasons 
to pursue the Gemba Academy Master Black Belt 
Certification Course:
• Increase value to the individual and organization
• Support others in your organization to be 

successful with their continuous improvement 
endeavors

• Help your organization reach strategic goals and 
better serve its customers

Beyond those big-picture benefits, the Master Black 
Belt Certification demonstrates proficiency across a 
wide range of business practices, including:
• Business strategy development and deployment
• Coaching
• Leadership
• Teaching
• Professional development
• Data mining, visualization, and analysis
• Project selection and management
• KPI selection and monitoring
 
Bottom line: The value you bring to your company after 
completing this program stands to provide a return on 
that training investment within a matter of months.
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Prerequisites
 As you may have gathered from its name, the  
Master Black Belt program isn’t an introductory 
course. This program aims to help current Black Belt 
leaders deploy continuous improvement initiatives, 
sustain results, and drive measurable impacts to 
their organization’s bottom line. 
 
Before we dive into the process of earning your 
Master Black Belt Certification, let’s quickly go over 
the prerequisites.
• You must have earned your Black Belt Certification 

from a Gemba Academy-approved institution.
• You’ll need to have at least five years of experience 

with continuous improvement methodologies.

We also offer a Green Belt Certification for those just 
starting their continuous improvement journey, and 
a Black Belt program designed for learners with a bit 
more experience under their belt. 
For a side-by-side breakdown of all three programs, 
head over to the pricing page.

Master Black Belt Certification Timeline
While Gemba Academy’s Master Black Belt 
Certification is self-guided, we find that most 
participants complete the course in 10-12 months.

The course series includes 82 hours of video content, 
which we’ll break down momentarily. You’ll also need 
to factor in time for one-on-one coaching, projects, 
mentorship, and completing any reading material.
 
On average, expect to spend about 3-5 hours a week 
on course work, including Gemba Academy videos, 
podcasts, and blog articles. You’ll also be expected to 
read five books on continuous improvement strategy 
throughout the duration of this course. And for those 
that didn’t earn a Green or Black Belt certificate with us, 
we recommend going through our SoSS material to 
review for the MBB certification exam.
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The MBB body of knowledge breaks down into four 
main sections that reflect the subject matter you can 
expect to see on the exam. Here’s a quick outline of 
the content you’ll find in each one.

Introductory Topics (2 hours, 58 minutes)
We’ll start by introducing the core fundamentals of 
Lean and how to make Lean practices “stick.” Then, 
you’ll watch a case study that shows how Fireblast 
Global uses Lean internally—and how they train  
their people.

Process Improvements (26 hours, 25 minutes)
In this segment, we’ll look at Lean fundamentals and 
hear from real companies who have been there before.
• Kanban
• Workplace Visualization
• Case Study: In the Ditch
• Standard Work Course
• Case Study: Zingerman’s
• Built-In Quality
• Case Study: FastCap 2014
• Total Productive Maintenance
• Case Study: Techno Aerospace
• Quick Changeover
• 3P Production Preparation Process
• Training Within Industry (TWI): Job Methods (JM)

Leadership & Coaching (34 hours, 12 minutes)
• Here, we’ll focus primarily on training, coaching, 

and leadership tactics that improve your ability to 
help others successfully complete projects.

• Case Study: Daman Products
• Kata
• A3 Thinking
• Culture of Kaizen
• Case Study: Menlo Innovations
• Leader Standard Work
• TWI: Job Instruction (JI)
• TWI: Job Relations (JR)
• Daily Management System
• Coaching for Daily Management
• Daily Accountability Process
• Kaizen Leadership

Strategy Deployment (7 hours, 21 minutes)
In this final segment, we’ll look at strategy deployment 
tactics that aim to help you further develop your ability 
to recommend solutions, solve problems, and put 
complex strategies into action.
• Hoshin Planning
• Gemba Walk Essentials
• Gemba Walk Workshop
• Obeya Essentials
• Obeya Operations Center
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Process for Getting Your Master Black Belt Certification
We’ve outlined the course material and touched on how 
much time you can expect to spend with the materials 
and what you can expect from the content. Earning your 
Master Black Belt certification takes a lot more than 
consuming videos and completing a few assignments. 
Our MBB program prepares its participants to become 
strategic leaders and supportive mentors—we also look 
at how you apply.

Personal Coaching
While the training videos are pre-recorded, you’ll have 
access to a personal coach there to support you while 
earning your MBB certification. You’ll work closely with 
your coach to identify, scope, and measure projects.
Additionally, your coach is available to answer questions 
and clarify concepts presented in the course material to 
ensure you have a firm grasp on how lessons translate 
to real-life situations.

Work Experience
Our program provides hands-on work experience that 
can help you advance your career. 
Throughout the course of this program, you’ll complete 
a project that yields significant financial improvement 
for your organization. 

You’ll mentor five people as they work through continuous 

improvement projects, use data mining and analysis to 
coach others, and create five blog posts that demonstrate 
communication skills and thought leadership.

Portfolio Review
Upon completing your MBB project, you’ll present the 
results, along with the five mentored projects to Gemba 
Academy experts. We’ll review your portfolio to determine 
how it meets MBB standards and expectations.

Those candidates who meet the minimum point threshold 
will be able to move forward with the exam, while those 
who do not meet the requirements will receive feedback 
for improving their results. Those who don’t pass the review 
will have the opportunity to submit their portfolio again after 
making any requested changes or redoing their project.

100-Question Exam
Students who successfully complete the Master Black Belt 
course and class project can then take a qualifying exam 
for certification. To become certified, you must pass the 
100-question exam with a score of 85% or higher.
 
You can take the exam whenever you’re ready and can 
retake it as many times as you need to earn that passing 
score. You’ll have a full year from the date of purchase to 
complete the course, allowing plenty of time to prepare 
post-course completion.
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How long is the training course?
The Master Black Belt Course is self-paced, though in 
most cases it takes roughly 10-12 months to complete 
the training. Still, everyone is different, and the time  
it takes to fully comprehend each lesson depends on 
the individual.
 
How do I prepare for the exam?
Our videos are designed to maximize learning 
efficiency by presenting one idea at a time in 
5-15-minute segments. MBB candidates gain full access 
to our on-demand content library, which features all 
1,500+ Lean and Six Sigma lessons. 

Course content is also accompanied by short quizzes 
that reinforce learning, Excel templates, and other 
materials designed specifically to help you prepare  
for the exam. 

We also recommend several books in our Course of 
Study document (which you’ll receive with enrollment), 
offer access to podcast episodes, case studies, and 
virtual tours to help you understand key concepts in  
a variety of ways.
 

Do I have to work for a company to complete the 
Master Black Belt training?
No. Whether you’re self-employed, between jobs,  
or preparing for new opportunities, you’re welcome 
to enroll in the training program if you’ve earned your 
prerequisites.
 
That said, you must be able to complete a project 
that can be implemented in the real world—we don’t 
accept simulated or virtual projects that aren’t linked 
to real-world outcomes.

Your project must meet the following criteria:
• It needs to solve a problem you don’t already have  

an answer for.
• You must be able to collect real data.
• And, that data must be measurable.
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Will Gemba Academy’s Master Black Belt 
Certification be recognized in my industry?
While Lean and Six Sigma are not certified by a 
single professional association, Gemba Academy 
certifications will be recognized in most industries  
and on a global scale.
 
Our videos and learning resources were developed by 
Lean and Six Sigma experts with years of experience 
practicing, implementing, and teaching these 
methodologies to practitioners in just about any 
industry you can think of.
 
While Lean is traditionally associated with manufacturing, 
our courses are industry agnostic and help companies 
of all shapes, sizes, and sectors drive continuous 
improvements.

By looking at the companies featured in our case 
studies, webinars, and virtual tours, you’ll notice that 
Gemba Academy has helped countless companies—and 
as a result, we’ve become a familiar, trusted resource.
 
Ready to take the next step in your Lean and Six Sigma 
training? Contact us today to learn more about Master 
Black Belt Certification.

Contact Us
sales@gembaacademy.com
+1 (888) 439-8880 
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